
The Old Testament 
Genesis 
Exodus 
Leviticus 
Numbers 
Deuteronomy 
Joshua 
Judges 
Ruth 
1 Samuel 
2 Samuel 
1 Kings 
2 Kings 
1 Chronicles 
2 Chronicles 
Ezra 
Nehemiah 
Esther 
Job 
Psalms 
Proverbs 
Ecclesiastes 
Song of Solomon 
Isaiah 
Jeremiah 
Lamentations 
Ezekiel 
Daniel 
Hosea 
Joel 
Amos 
Obadiah 
Jonah 
Micah 
Nahum 
Habakkuk 
Zephaniah 
Haggai 
Zechariah 
Malachi 

 
The New Testament 
Matthew 
Mark 
Luke 
John 
Acts (of the Apostles) 
Romans 
1 Corinthians 
2 Corinthians 
Galatians 
Ephesians 
Philippians 
Colossians 
1 Thessalonians 
2 Thessalonians 
1 Timothy 
2 Timothy 
Titus 
Philemon 
Hebrews 
James 
1 Peter 
2 Peter 
1 John 
2 John 
3 John 
Jude 
Revelation 

 

 

The time has come to take our GROWING UP CHILDREN’S MINISTRY to another new level:   
• We are raising and training up our children to first of all know who they are in Christ and to 

recognize the power of the Holy Spirit that lies within those of us who believe.   
• We are setting the tone within our households and making it known that “for me and my house, we 

will serve the Lord.”   
• We are demonstrating boldness in Christ as we live our lives in truth with faith, hope, and love 

defining the actions of our daily lives.   
• We are encouraging them to do whatever it takes to plant the seeds of scripture in their hearts and 

minds so that they will continually grow in knowing God and understanding precisely what He says 
about each area of our lives.   

• We teach them that the answer for every question mark we have is found between Genesis to 
Revelation.  

• We want them to not only know it is possible, but to learn the simplicity of hearing God’s voice 
knowing that he speaks in that still small voice, through visions and dreams, and ultimately any way 
he chooses (even through a donkey.)   

• We have set the foundation and have maintained a solid start for our kids, and now it is time to set 
the bar a little higher and give them the opportunity to take this wisdom, knowledge, and 
understanding that they are getting at such a young age and challenge others to come along side 
them and learn what they have been learning.  

 
Here is the Plan: 
Each month, the children are given a number of BOOKS of the BIBLE to learn, locate, and memorize.  I am 
challenging the children to learn, locate, and memorize these BOOKS of the BIBLE with others (namely adults 
such as Dad, Mom, Grandma, Grandpa, Uncle, Aunt, Sibling grade 6 or older, Guardian, Friend of the family 
outside of Praise, or Praise Family that Dad and Mom know you are talking too.)  
 
So, the children can ask as many adults as they choose throughout the month to learn, locate, and  MEMORIZE 
these BOOKS of the BIBLE.  Once the children verify that the adult did in fact MEMORIZE these BOOKS of the 
BIBLE, the adult will then with integrity sign and verify that they did learn, locate, and memorize these BOOKS 
of the BIBLE. 
 
A key part of this challenge is for the adults to walk it out with integrity. We are teaching our kids with every 
decision we make.  Please do not shortcut this process.   This is a prime opportunity for you to make a huge 
impact on their lives by simply demonstrating integrity.  The hope here is also that we begin to realize the 
importance and impact each moment of our lives has on others.  I call them “trust moments.”  Will your 
decisions make me trust you more or will they make me trust you less? 
 
The Challenge: 
Encourage your children to challenge as many adults as possible (including yourself) to learn, locate, and 
MEMORIZE the given BOOKS of the BIBLE each month.   
Each adult who learns, locates, and MEMORIZES the BOOKS of the BIBLE for the given month by saying them 
to the child and showing these BOOKS in the BIBLE to the child, will then sign the oath found on the back of 
this form to verify. 
 
The child will then be given 100 bonus points at the end of each month for EACH adult signature that verified 
with integrity that they learned, located, and MEMORIZED the given BOOKS of the BIBLE. 
 
Thank you for your time and cooperation! 

Mark Heidel 
GROWING UP CHILDREN’S MINISTRY LEADER 

 

 

GROWING UP “TOGETHER” 

BOOKS of the BIBLE CHALLENGE 

JULY 2021 BOOKS of the BIBLE 
Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians,  

1 Thessalonians, 2 Thessalonians,  
1 Timothy & 2 Timothy 



Signatures of Adults that learned, located, and MEMORIZED the BOOKS of the BIBLE given for the 
month:  

(Participants may sign ONLY one time per month.) 
 

1. I hereby verify and acknowledge with truth and integrity, that I, _________________________________________________ 
learned, located, and MEMORIZED the given BOOKS of the BIBLE for the MONTH (indicated below).            

(Circle One:   Dad,   Mom,   Grandma,   Grandpa,   Uncle,   Aunt,   Sibling grade 6 or older,   Guardian,   Friend of the family outside of Praise,   or    Praise Family.) 

 
2. I hereby verify and acknowledge with truth and integrity, that I, _________________________________________________ 

learned, located, and MEMORIZED the given BOOKS of the BIBLE for the MONTH (indicated below).           
(Circle One:   Dad,   Mom,   Grandma,   Grandpa,   Uncle,   Aunt,   Sibling grade 6 or older,   Guardian,   Friend of the family outside of Praise,   or    Praise Family.) 

 
3. I hereby verify and acknowledge with truth and integrity, that I, _________________________________________________ 

learned, located, and MEMORIZED the given BOOKS of the BIBLE for the MONTH (indicated below).                 
(Circle One:   Dad,   Mom,   Grandma,   Grandpa,   Uncle,   Aunt,   Sibling grade 6 or older,   Guardian,   Friend of the family outside of Praise,   or    Praise Family.) 

 

4. I hereby verify and acknowledge with truth and integrity, that I, _________________________________________________ 
learned, located, and MEMORIZED the given BOOKS of the BIBLE for the MONTH (indicated below).            

(Circle One:   Dad,   Mom,   Grandma,   Grandpa,   Uncle,   Aunt,   Sibling grade 6 or older,   Guardian,   Friend of the family outside of Praise,   or    Praise Family.) 

 
5. I hereby verify and acknowledge with truth and integrity, that I, _________________________________________________ 

learned, located, and MEMORIZED the given BOOKS of the BIBLE for the MONTH (indicated below).                   
(Circle One:   Dad,   Mom,   Grandma,   Grandpa,   Uncle,   Aunt,   Sibling grade 6 or older,   Guardian,   Friend of the family outside of Praise,   or    Praise Family.) 

 
6. I hereby verify and acknowledge with truth and integrity, that I, _________________________________________________ 

learned, located, and MEMORIZED the given BOOKS of the BIBLE for the MONTH (indicated below).            
(Circle One:   Dad,   Mom,   Grandma,   Grandpa,   Uncle,   Aunt,   Sibling grade 6 or older,   Guardian,   Friend of the family outside of Praise,   or    Praise Family.) 

 

7. I hereby verify and acknowledge with truth and integrity, that I, _________________________________________________ 
learned, located, and MEMORIZED the given BOOKS of the BIBLE for the MONTH (indicated below).            

(Circle One:   Dad,   Mom,   Grandma,   Grandpa,   Uncle,   Aunt,   Sibling grade 6 or older,   Guardian,   Friend of the family outside of Praise,   or    Praise Family.) 

 
8. I hereby verify and acknowledge with truth and integrity, that I, _________________________________________________ 

learned, located, and MEMORIZED the given BOOKS of the BIBLE for the MONTH (indicated below).            
(Circle One:   Dad,   Mom,   Grandma,   Grandpa,   Uncle,   Aunt,   Sibling grade 6 or older,   Guardian,   Friend of the family outside of Praise,   or    Praise Family.) 

 
9. I hereby verify and acknowledge with truth and integrity, that I, _________________________________________________ 

learned, located, and MEMORIZED the given BOOKS of the BIBLE for the MONTH (indicated below).            
(Circle One:   Dad,   Mom,   Grandma,   Grandpa,   Uncle,   Aunt,   Sibling grade 6 or older,   Guardian,   Friend of the family outside of Praise,   or    Praise Family.) 

 

10. I hereby verify and acknowledge with truth and integrity, that I, _________________________________________________ 
learned, located, and MEMORIZED the given BOOKS of the BIBLE for the MONTH (indicated below).            

(Circle One:   Dad,   Mom,   Grandma,   Grandpa,   Uncle,   Aunt,   Sibling grade 6 or older,   Guardian,   Friend of the family outside of Praise,   or    Praise Family.) 

 
11. I hereby verify and acknowledge with truth and integrity, that I, _________________________________________________ 

learned, located, and MEMORIZED the given BOOKS of the BIBLE for the MONTH (indicated below).                
(Circle One:   Dad,   Mom,   Grandma,   Grandpa,   Uncle,   Aunt,   Sibling grade 6 or older,   Guardian,   Friend of the family outside of Praise,   or    Praise Family.) 

 
12. I hereby verify and acknowledge with truth and integrity, that I, _________________________________________________ 

learned, located, and MEMORIZED the given BOOKS of the BIBLE for the MONTH (indicated below).            
(Circle One:   Dad,   Mom,   Grandma,   Grandpa,   Uncle,   Aunt,   Sibling grade 6 or older,   Guardian,   Friend of the family outside of Praise,   or    Praise Family.) 

 

 
Child’s Name: ______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

JULY 2021 BOOKS of the BIBLE 
Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians,  

1 Thessalonians, 2 Thessalonians,  
1 Timothy & 2 Timothy 


